
- Train like a pro and do your cycling sessions comfortably at home.
Its reinforced structure provides great stability even when working
at an intense pace.

- Multiple regulations to achieve the optimal position.
- The seat is ergonomic and it is adjusted both horizontally and

vertically to achieve the optimum working position according to the
needs of each user.

- The handlebar is also adjusted horizontally and vertically.
- Besides, it allows different positions of grip increasing the

possibilities of work.
- The pedals incorporate long toe cap with adjustable strap that allow

a secure fastening.
- The magnetic brake system offers a high quality to the exercise and

allows a smooth and totally silent work. No maintenance is required
as there is no friction and, therefore, no wear.

- This model has an inertia flywheel equivalent to 20 kg which
generates a smooth and fluid movement.
The PK5 rubber belt drive guarantees a continuous and completely

silent movement.
- The resistance level is adjustable, which allows you to adjust the

intensity of the exercise according to the type of training you want
to perform.

- Emergency Stop.
- Wireless capture system (radio frequency at 5kHz). The

transmitter belt is optional and not included.
- The monitor, easy and comfortable to use, provides constant

information of the basic indicators of the exercise: Time, Speed,
Distance, RPM, Calories and ODO that shows the total accumulated
total distance.

- Bottle holder included.
- Stabilizers in the base.
- Built-in wheels in the base facilitate movement of the machine.
- Dimensions: 124 x 54 x 122 cm
- Weight: 45 kg
- Maximum user weight: 130 kg
- Home use.

Due to constant innovation of our items, technical details of this item may slightly differ .
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